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This invention relates to new and useful improvements 5

in apparatus for feeding sheet material, and more par
ticularly to such an apparatus for successively feeding
pre-sized strips of veneer from a hopper or magazine to
a suitable receiving means as, for example, a machine
for processing said strips into small containers such as

20

berry boxes.
In the manufacture of small containers such as berry

boxes, and the like, sheet veneer is cut into narrow, elon

gated strips of a given length and width, determined by

the size of the box to be made, such as pint or quart

boxes. Veneer strips, because of the inherent nature of
the wood from which they are made, frequently tend to
warp which, in some instances, may be sufficient to cause
considerable difficulty in the handling of the strips, par
ticularly in the successive feeding of said strips from the
supply hopper. This difficulty may be further aggravated
by the inherent fragility of such veneer strips, whereby
they are readily susceptible to fracture and breakage

during the feeding operation thereof.
In the manufacture of small berry boxes, as now
carried on with conventional machines, the outputs or
capacity of the equipment has been quite limited, largely
because of the inability of present day equipment to

expeditiously feed the strips of veneer from the supply
hopper to the box processing mechanism. The novel
apparatus herein disclosed is the result of long and costly
development and experimental work in an attempt to
provide a mechanism for efficiently and expeditiously
feeding narrow strips of veneer from a supply hopper to
a receiving mechanism, such as a box-making machine,
one at a time, in rapid succession and without failure,
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lowing description taken in connection with the accom
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in the accompanying drawings there has been disclosed

a structure designed to carry out the various objects of
the invention, but it is to be understood that the invention
is not confined to the exact features shown, as various
changes may be made within the scope of the claims
which follow.
In the drawings:
Figure 1 is a front elevational view of the device par
tially broken away to more clearly illustrate the con
structional details of the discharge end thereof;
Figure 2 is a vertical sectional view on the line 2-2
of Figure 3;
Figure 3 is a sectional plan view on the line 3-3 of

Figure 1, showing the arrangement of the material-engag

45

ing dogs carried by the reciprocal member in the bottom
of the hopper; .
Figure 4 is a vertical sectional view on the line 4-4

of Figure 2, illustrating the ability of the pivoted dogs to
adapt themselves to the cross-sectional configuration of

regardless of the warped and distorted condition of the

other small containers constructed of strips, of veneer, or
other sheet material may be manufactured in mass pro
duction at very low cost.
An important object of the present invention therefore

50

to a box-making machine, whereby such machine may

55

the lowermost strip, to assure positive ejection thereof
from the hopper;

Figure 5 is a vertical sectional view on the line 5-5
the hopper for limiting the ejection of the strips from the

of Figure 1, showing the means at the delivery end of

is to provide an improved hopper type feeder for suc
cessively and expeditiously feeding sheets, one at a time,
feeding of the veneer strips thereto will be continuous and

manufacture of conventional pint and quart size berry

2,743,103

to provide a feeder of the class described comprising a
hopper for strip sheet material having a member mounted
for reciprocal movement in the bottom thereof carrying
a plurality of pivotally mounted dogs disposed in closely
spaced relation, and each dog having an upright detent or
shoulder at one end adapted to engage the rear end of
the lowermost veneer strip in the hopper, when the recip
rocal member is at the end of its return stroke, and
whereby the forward movement of said member will
cause one or more of said dogs to engage the rear end
only of the lowermost strip and eject said strip from the
hopper, means being provided at the opposite end of the
hopper for preventing more than one strip from being
ejected therefrom during each cycle of operation.
Other objects of the invention reside in the specifis
construction of the means provided at the discharge end
of the hopper for positively limiting the ejection of the
veneer strips from the hopper to one at a time; in the
provision of a feeder of this general type which is capable
of expeditiously feeding narrow, elongated, warped strips
of veneer from a hopper, one at a time, whether wet or
dry; and in the simple and inexpensive construction of
the apparatus, whereby it may be manufactured and sold
to the trade at a very low cost, a highly desirable attribute
in apparatus of this general type.
These and other objects of the invention and the means
for their attainment will be more apparent from the foll
panying drawings.

veneer strips in the hopper, whereby berry boxes and

be operated at maximum capacity with the assurance the
without interruption, under normal operating conditions.
A further object of the invention is to provide a feeder
for narrow, elongated strips of veneer, such as used in the

.
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boxes, comprising a supply hopper in which the strips of

hopper to one at a time; and
; Figure 6 is a sectional end elevation on the line 6-6
of Figure 3 with some of the parts omitted.

There are at present many various types of veneer
box making machines in use. The device forming the
subject matter of the present invention is suitable for use
in conjunction with most such box making machines
which are capable of continuously receiving the blank
strips of veneer in rapid succession during the operation
thereof.
The novel apparatus herein disclosed is shown compris
ing a suitable base, generally designated by the numeral

veneer are stacked in Superposed relation, and recipro
cating means being provided in the bottom of the hopper
for successively feeding the strips of veneer therefrom, 65
one at a time, in rapid succession, said means being . 10, comprising side members 1 and 12, and end men
adapted to engage only the lowermost strip in the hopper
bers 13 and 14. A pair of upright members 15 and 6,

and eject it therefrom, and being so fashioned as to assure
uniform feeding of the strips from the hopper to the
receiving machine, even though the veneer strips may be
warped and distorted.
A further and more specific object of the invention is

70

of channel cross-section, are secured to and extend up
wardly from the base 10 at each end thereof. The
members 15 and 16 are disposed in opposed relation, and
cooperate to provide the end and side walls of an open
hopper or magazine, generally designated by the ref

3
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4.

erence character D. Hopper D is fashioned to support,
in flat side relation, a stack of veneer strips to be utilized
in the construction of boxes of a given size, as will be
readily understood by reference to Figure 2.
A shaft 17 is rotatively mounted in suitable bearings

strips in the hopper. To thus limit the ejection of the
veneer strips from the hopper to one at a time, a pair of
control elements 58 and 59 are provided in the delivery
opening 54 at the forward end of the hopper adjacent to

the feed rollers 15' and 23, as best shown in Figure 2.
The lower control element 58 is shown fixedly supported

provided in the side wall members 11 and 12 of the base
10, at the delivery end of the apparatus, and has an end

portion 18 extending laterally from the side member 12
of the base, as shown in Figures 3 and 5. A pulley 19
is secured to the shaft extension 18 and may be driven by
a belt 20 from a suitable source of power, not shown.
Secured to the shaft 17 within the base 10 is a spur
gear 21 which meshes with a similar gear 22 secured to a
shaft 23 located directly above, shaft. 7, whereby shafts
7 and 23 are operatively connected together for rotation
in opposite directions. Feed rollers 15' and 23' are se
cured, respectively, to the shafts 17 and 23 and cooper
ate to feed the strips of veneer from the magazine and
deliver them, one at a time, to a receiving means, not
shown, as will subsequently be described. The spur gear
21 also meshes with a relatively larger gear 25, shown
mounted upon a shaft 26 journalled for rotation in the
side members 11 and 12 of the base 10. A pinion 28 is
secured to shaft 26 for simultaneous rotation with the
relatively larger gear 25. Pinion 28 meshes with a gear
29 secured to a shaft 30 which also is suitably journalled

10

face of the lower control element 53 in the direction of
5

veneer travel, as best illustrated in Figure 2. The ele
ment 59 has an upright strap-like portion 60 which is
seated against the front web 56 of the hopper forming
member 16 at the delivery end of the apparatus. The
strap-like portion 60 is slotted to receive a pair of mount
ing screws 61, received in threaded engagement with the
web 56, thereby to firmly secure the control member 59
in adjusted fixed spaced relation to the lower control
element 58. The gap provided between the convex
surfaces of the control elements 58 and 59 is so regul
lated that only a single veneer strip can pass therethrough
at a time, as will be readily understood by reference to
Figure 2.

in the side wall members of the base.
An eccentric 34 is secured to the shaft 36 and has one

end of a pitmail 31 operatively engaged therewith. The
opposite end of the pitman is pivotally connected to the
lower ends of a pair of depending arms 37, constituting a
portion of an ejector slide, generally designated by the
numeral 40. The slide 49 is mounted for reciprocal move
ment in suitable guides, generally designated by the nu
merals 39 and 41, best shown in Figures 3 and 4. Guide
39 may be formed by welding or otherwise securing a
pair of horizontally disposed elongated bars 42 and 43
to the side member of the base in vertically spaced
relation, as best illustrated at the left hand side, Figure 4.
Guide 4 may be similarly formed by a pair of relatively
wider bars 42 and 43', similarly secured to the opposite
side member 12 of the base. A suitable spacer is shown
interposed between the guide forming bars 42 and 43.
An important feature of the present invention resides
in the unique construction of the means provided for
successively ejecting the veneer strips from the magazine,
one at a time, and whereby only the lowermost strip in
the magazine is engaged by the ejector, regardless of the
cross-sectional contour of the bottom strip. The means
provided for thus ejecting the strips from the hopper is
best illustrated in Figures 2, 3 and 4, and comprises a
pair of upright brackets or lugs 45 secured to the slide
40 in widely spaced relation, as best shown in Figure 4.
A horizontally disposed rod or shaft 46 is removably
supported in the upper ends of the brackets 46 and a

upon a cross member 55, interposed and secured to the
side members of the base 0, as will be understood with
reference to Figures 2, 3 and 5.
The lower convex end of the control element 59 is
relatively shorter than the upper semi-cylindrical sur
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A horizontal plate 51 is shown mounted on a cross
member 51 of the base 10, and has its upper surface sub
stantially horizontally aligned with the uppermost portion
of the lower control element 58, whereby the plate 51
and control element 58 cooperate to support a stack of
strip veneer in the hopper, as will be understood by ref
erence to Figure 2. The top surface of the bottom plate
51 bears a certain relation to the hooked ends 49 of the
dogs 47 to assure positive engagement of the dogs with
the rear edge of the lowermost strip in the magazine, each
time the slide 40 reaches the limit of its rearward move
ment.

40
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The feed rollers 15' and 23, located at the delivery end
of the hopper, normally have their peripheries in sub
stantially contacting engagement with one another. They
are so positioned relative to the gap between the control
elements 58 and 59 and the discharge opening 54 of
the hopper that the forward or leading end of each veneer
strip ejected from the hopper will enter between the
rollers 15' and 23, which then grip the leading end of
the strip and withdraws it from the hopper and delivers
it to a suitable receiving means, not shown in the drawings.
To effect such feeding action of the rollers 15' and
23, the upper roller 23' is supported in the side arms 64
of a pivoted yoke, generally designated by the numeral
69. The side arms 64 of the yoke are tied together by
a cross-member or plate 72, which is fixedly secured to
the arms 64 for movement therewith as an integral unit.
The forward ends of the arms 64 of the yoke are pivoted
to a cross-shaft or pin 66, shown having its ends sup
ported in upright brackets or plate elements 65-65, se
cured to the side members of the base 10 by suitable
means, such as welding.
Means is provided for constantly urging the upper feed
roller 23' into feeding engagement with the lower roller
15, and is shown comprising a spring 71 having its lower
end seated upon the cross-member 72 of the yoke 69.
The upper end of spring 71 is engaged with the reduced
terminal of an adjusting screw 70 mounted for axial ad
justment in an overhanging supporting arm 68, provided
on a cross-member 68 shown having its opposed ends
mounted upon and secured to the upper portions of the
brackets 65-65 to which the yoke is pivoted. The
feed rollers 15' and 23' are geared together for simul

plurality of dogs 47 are mounted for relative pivotal
movement on the rod 46.
Each dog has a hook or tooth 49 at one end adapted to
engage the rear edge of the lowermost veneer strip in the
magazine, as best illustrated in Figure 2. The opposite 60
or forward ends of the dogs 49 are enlarged, as shown
in Figure 2, whereby they are relatively heavier than the
rear ends thereof so that the weighted forward ends of
the dogs continually urge their hook ends 49 upwardly
into engagement with the lowermost veneer strip. If de 65
sired, the weighted end portions of the dogs may be
dispensed with and suitable spring means provided for
urging the hooked ends of the dogs into engagement with
the veneer strips, but the weighted construction here
shown has been found preferable because of its simplicity. 70 taneous rotation in opposite direction by the gears 21
Another feature of the invention resides in the means
and 22, as hereinbefore stated.
provided at the forward or delivery end of the apparatus
Thus, when the leading end of a strip of sheet veneer
for controlling and limiting the delivery for ejection of
enters between the rollers 15' and 23', as a result of the
the veneer strips from the hopper or magazine to one at
reciprocal action of the dogs, the pressure exerted on
a time, regardless of the warped condition of the veneer 75 the upper feed roller 23' will cause said rollers to grip

2,748,108
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and positively feed or withdraw the partially ejected
lowermost veneer strip from the hopper and deliver it
to a berry box making machine, or some other form of
receiving means.

Operation

in the operation of the novel apparatus herein disclosed,
a plurality of strips of sheet veneer of a given size are
introduced into the hopper D in flatwise relation, as
will be understood by reference to Figure 2. Before the
apparatus is started, the upper control element 59 is
vertically adjusted upon the member 16 to regulate the
size of the gap between the control elements 58 and 59
so that said gap will be slightly larger than the maximum
thickness of the veneer, so that a single strip of veneer
may readily pass therethrough.
In some instances, the strips of veneer may be con
siderably warped so that their cross-sectional contours
may appear somewhat as illustrated in Figure 4. Such
excessive warping of the strips, however, will have no
effect upon the ejection of the strips from the hopper be
cause the hooked ends 49 of the dogs 47 individually
engage the rear edge of the lowermost strip, when the
dogs are moved rearwardly into feeding engagement there
with, as indicated in dotted lines in Figure 2. By ref
erence to this figure, it will also be noted that the height
of the tooth 49 of each dog is not any greater than the

O

the hopper.

The unique apparatus herein disclosed has been found

extremely practical and efficient in actual operation,
and is capable of successively delivering the strip veener

20
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thickness of the veneer so that when the hooked terminals

of the dogs engage the rear edge of the bottom strip, the
hook 49 of each dog will engage the veneer strip whereby

said dogs will cooperate to engage the strip substantially

I claim as my invention:
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hopper, the shaft 15 is driven by belt 20, which imparts
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of gears 21, 25, 28 and 29, and simultaneously the feed

rollers 5’ and 23' are driven. As the leading end of
the lowermost strip is ejected from the hopper by the
dogs 49 into engagement with the feed rollers 15' and
23, said rollers will grip the end of the strip and posi

1. In an apparatus of the class described, a Support
ing frame, a pair of opposed inwardly facing upright
channel members secured to said frame in spaced rela
tion and forming the ends of a hopper adapted to sup

port a plurality of strips of veener in superimposed rela

size and thickness of the sheet veneer to be fed from the

reciprocal motion to the slide 40 through the pitman 31
and eccentric 34, because of the eccentric shaft 30 being
operatively connected with the shaft 17 through a train

to a box-making machine at a speed commensurate with
maximum capacity of the machine, whereby, the box
making machine may be operated at top speed with a
resultant increase in the output thereof, and a corre
sponding reduction in the cost of manufacturing the berry
boxes. The apparatus is extremely simple and inex
pensive in construction, and readily ends itself for
manufacture in large quantities at very low cost.
The foregoing detailed description has been given for
clearness of understanding only, and no unnecessary
limitations should be understood therefrom, and the ap
pended claims should be construed as broadly as permis
sible in view of the prior art.

the full width thereof.

Since the sheet veneer generally used in the construc
tion of berry boxes, and the like, is usually very fragile,
it is extremely important that the unit stress applied to
the rear edge of each strip is very low in order to lessen
the possibility of breaking or fracturing the strips as they
are successively ejected from the hopper. In the pres
ent invention this is accomplished through the use of
the multiplicity of notched dogs 47, above described,
which are individually and pivotally mounted for relative
pivotal movement on their supporting rod or shaft 46,
whereby they may readily adapt themselves to the trans
verse contour of each strip of sheet veneer, as clearly
illustrated in Figure 4.
After the machine has been adjusted to the particular

6

ejected from the hopper, even though said, marginal side
edge portions may be disposed at varying elevations, as
when the strips are excessively warped, transversely.
Thus, the individual strips or veneer sheets may be ejected
from the hopper in rapid succession without danger of
becoming fouled with the control elements 58 and 59 or
the walls of the opening 54. In apparatus of this gen
eral type, it is imperative that the sheets be fed from
the hopper, one at a time, to minimize failure of the
receiving means, and the present invention assures such
uninterrupted delivery of the strips of sheet material from

55

tion, a slide mounted for longitudinal reciprocal move
ment in said frame below the hopper, a plurality of
weighted dogs mounted for independent pivotal move
ment about a common axis on said slide in side by side
relation substantially the width of the hopper and each
having an upwardly directed shoulder or hook at one
end, said shoulders being positioned to engage one end
of the lowermost strip in the hopper and successively
eject said strips therefrom, one at a time when the slide
is actuated, an eccentric for operating said slide, a pair
of feed rolls mounted adjacent to the delivery end of
the hopper for receiving and completely withdrawing
each strip from the hopper, and means for simultaneously
driving said slide and feed rolls.
2. In an apparatus of the class described, a hopper
for supporting a stack of elongated veneer sheets or
strips, said hopper comprising opposed upright inwardly
facing channel members forming the end wails of the
hopper, a plate member forming the bottom, wall of the
hopper and having its opposed ends spaced inwardly
from said channel members whereby the end portions

of the lowermost strip in the hopper overhang the ends
of said bottom Wall, an enlarged discharge opening at
to the receiving means, as will be understood.
one end of the hopper, control elements located cen
When the veneer strips to be fed from the hopper are
trally of said discharge opening and cooperating to pro
to be used in the construction of small berry boxes, said 60 vide a restricted discharge passage through which but
strips are usually transversely scored at predetermined
a single veneer strip may pass from the hopper at a
intervals to facilitate transversely bending each strip in
time,
a slide mounted for reciprocal movement below the
the operation of processing them into berry boxes, as
bottom wall member of the hopper, a plurality of dogs piv
is well known in the trade. The effective or adjacent
mounted on said slide in contiguous flatwise rela
surfaces of the control elements 58 and 59 are made 65 otally
tion
the
width of the hopper and each having an up
convex or cylindrical to enlarge the surface portions
right tooth at one end thereof, the height of said teeth
thereof which directly engage the opposed sides of the
being substantially equal to the thickness of a single
sheet veneer sufficiently to eliminate any danger of said
sheet
of veneer, said dogs being mounted for independent
elements tending to split or fracture the strips, as they
movement on said slide and being longitudinally
are successively fed therebetween to the feed rollers 15 70 pivotal
movable with said slide beneath the unsupported end
and 23.
portion of the lowermost sheet or strip in the hopper,
It will also be noted by reference to Figure 5, that the
whereby when the slide is actuated, the teeth on said
discharge opening 54 of the hopper is considerably larger
dogs will engage the trailing end of the lowermost strip
than the size of the gap provided between the control
elements 58 and 59, whereby the marginal side edge por 75 in the hopper substantially the width thereof and longi
tudinally translate said strips therein and through the
tions of the leading end of each strip may readily be

tively withdraw the strip from the hopper and deliver it

2,748,103
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restricted passage in the opposite end of the hopper,
whereby continued operation of the slide and said pivoted
dogs will successively feed said veneer sheets or strips

from the hopper, one at a time, without interruption,
and regardless of the warped or distorted condition of

8
movement to said slide, a pair of feed rolls adjacent to
the delivery end of the hopper for receiving and com
pletely withdrawing each strip from the hopper.
5. An apparatus according to claim 4, wherein co

3)

the veneer sheets or strips contained in the hopper.
3. An apparatus according to claim 2, wherein the
dogs are mounted on a common pivot, and each dog
has a weighted end portion for constantly retaining the
hooked ends of said dogs in operative relation to the ()
lowermost veneer sheet or strip in the hopper.
4. In an apparatus of the class described, a supporting
frame, upright members secured to said frame adjacent
to the ends thereof and cooperating to form the ends
of a hopper adapted to support a plurality of strips of
veneer in superimposed relation, a slide mounted for
reciprocal movement in said frame below the hopper, a
plurality of dogs mounted for independent pivotal move
ment about a common axis on said slide in side-by-side
relation and each having an upwardly directed shoulder i
or hook at its trailing end, said shoulders being positioned
to engage one end of the lowermost strip in the hopper
to successively eject said strips therefrom, one at a time,

when the slide is actuated, means for imparting reciprocal

acting elements are provided at the delivery end of

the hopper for limiting the ejection of the veneer strips
from the hopper to one at a time.
6. An apparatus according to claim 5, wherein the co
acting elements at the delivery end of the hopper co
operate with the dogs at the opposite end of the hopper
to provide, in effect, a three-point suspension for the stack

of veneer strips in the hopper.
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